FULL PRODUCT LINE

THE VIKING D3 KITCHEN.
MAKE IT ALL YOURS.

The new Viking D3 Series offers a fresh perspective on premium performance – yours. Viking listened to customers, designers,
and home chefs. So in addition to all the power and features you’d expect from Viking, the D3 Series offers new options in style –
including fully customizable knobs and handles. Finally, there’s a choice for true performance. And it’s completely up to you.
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Viking D3’s standard sizing and customizable options ensure it fits into your kitchen – and fits in with your design scheme.

Whether you’re outfitting a complete kitchen or upgrading a single product, the D3 Series complements your style.
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It’s your kitchen.
Explore your options.

Freestanding Ranges
Every Viking D3 range fits easily into a standard 30" wide
space. So all you have to figure out is which cooking type
suits you best – gas self-clean, dual fuel, or electric. Sealed
gas burners provide precision power up to 18,000 BTUs.
The QuickCook™ electric elements reach full power in three
seconds. And the electric and dual fuel self-clean convection
ovens boast the largest oven capacity available. Everybody
wins in the Viking D3 kitchen.

Built-In Cooking
Viking D3 cooking products offer the freedom and
power to cook however – and whatever – you like.
Cooktops combine performance and sleek design
versatility, whether you choose gas or electric.
Customize your kitchen with single or double
built-in electric ovens. Electric warming drawers
keep every course piping hot, and microwaves add
an extra dash of cooking convenience.
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Ventilation
Clean lines and clean air. Viking D3 chimney wall hoods
complement the Viking kitchen in form and function,
quietly controlling temperatures and corralling odors,
while downdraft systems rise behind cooktops, then
retract into the counter after their job is done.

Refrigerator/FREEZER
Featuring a cabinet-depth design, the
freestanding French-door
refrigerator/freezer fits perfectly
with most existing cabinetry.

DISHWASHERS
The Viking D3 Series even makes the dirty jobs look good.
The sleek and powerful dishwashers silently scour up to
15 full place settings.
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Optional handle and knob accents allow you to create a custom look for your Viking D3 kitchen. Choose from exclusive
colors or wood inserts to complement your kitchen cabinetry. Or create a truly one-of-a-kind look with paintable inserts.
Your pallet is unlimited.

Freestanding ranges

Your cooking takes center stage with the sleek styling of the Viking D3 range. It takes all the performance of the fabled Viking
Professional range and harnesses it into an any-kitchen-friendly 30" unit – a feat even more amazing when you consider the
dual fuel and electric models feature the largest oven capacity on the market. Physicists and chefs will be equally amazed.
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easy on the eyes.
easier on the cook.

Gas SELF-CLEAN Range
RDSCG230-5B – 30" width

The Viking D3 Series gas range delivers
premium performance – even when space
is at a premium. Five sealed burners with
SureSpark™ Ignition provide up to 18,000
BTUs and precision control. The large
capacity oven offers six cooking modes,
including convection, dehydrate, and
convection defrost. From spill-proof sealed
burners to the self-cleaning oven, the entire
range is built to make cleanup a snap.
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Dual Fuel Range

Electric Range

RDSCD230-5B – 30" width

RDSCE230-5b – 30" width

The dual fuel model combines five gas

The electric range delivers maximum

burners with an electric convection oven

performance to minimal space. The largest

for the ultimate in performance and

capacity oven available combined with

convenience. The sealed burners deliver up

the largest convection fan offers perfectly

to 18,000 BTUs of precise surface cooking

even heat circulation for everything from

power. The largest capacity oven on the

sugar cookies to rack of lamb. Up top,

market also includes the largest convection

QuickCook™ surface elements reach full

fan for perfectly balanced heat circulation.

power in about three seconds.
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built-in cooking

Sure, it’s nice to get complimented on your kitchen. But what really counts is your cooking. So the sleek and stylish exteriors
of the Viking D3 Series cooking products conceal heavy-duty performance. Beneath, you’ll find all the exceptional features
you expect from Viking. Ovens, cooktops, warming drawers, microwaves – they all fit snugly into your existing counter space
or cabinetry. Ovens, warming drawers, and microwaves can even be flush mounted for a seamless look.
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Discover your
countertop’s
true calling.
BUILT-IN SURFACE COOKING
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Gas Cooktops

Electric Cooktops

RDGSU200-5B – 30" width

RDECU206-5B – 30" width

RDGSU206-5B – 36" width

RDECU266-5B – 36" width

These cooktops present a sleek alternative to the

RDECU256-6B – 45" width

traditional cooktop. Both models offer five sealed

The electric cooktops bring high performance to

burners and commercial-type performance and

electric cooking with QuickCook™ surface elements

cleanability, with up to 17,000 BTUs of power.

and high infrared transmission. And the durable glass
ceramic tops contain a variety of element sizes to
accommodate almost any size cookware.
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the style fits in.
the performance
stands out.

Electric Single Oven

BUILT-IN OVEN PRODUCTS

circulation and the concealed bake element

RDSOE306 – 30" width

Despite the sleek design, the Viking D3 electric
oven delivers full-throttle cooking power.
The convection fan ensures perfect heat

maximizes cleanability. And three heavy-duty
oven racks, including two TruGlide™ full
extension oven racks, offer easy access to all
those dozens of perfectly golden cookies. Flush
mount option available.
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Electric Double Oven
RDDOE306 – 30" width

The double oven offers all the stunning features of
the single model, with twice the cooking capacity.
Sear steaks in the top unit, while the bottom
handles dessert with gentle convection baking.
And three heavy-duty oven racks, including two
TruGlide™ full extension racks in each oven,
provide handy loading and unloading for every
hot broiling pan, cassoulet, and cookie sheet.
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powerful performance.
luxurious convenience.

Microwave
RDMOS201 – 24" width
30" trim kit width

The Viking D3 microwave offers extra-large

BUILT-IN OVEN PRODUCTS

capacity and an array of powerful settings.
Ultra-premium features include instant
sensor settings and warm/hold function.
It can be used as a countertop model, or a
built-in unit with our 30" wide trim kit.
Flush mount option available.
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Conventional

Convection

Electric Warming

Microwave Hood

Microwave Hood

Drawer

RDMOR200 – 30" width

RDMOR206 – 30" width

RDEWD103 – 30" width

The microwave hood takes the

Convection and microwave cooking are

The temperature settings on the

exceptional features of the Viking

not mutually exclusive. This model even

warming drawer range from 90 to 250

D3 microwave and adds an integrated

pre-heats. Stock the bake sale with

degrees F – versatile enough to proof

exhaust system. Install above any

perfectly fluffy cakes, muffins, and breads.

bread, warm a plate, or keep soup

cooking surface to maximize space

They’ll never know. The integrated exhaust

piping hot until it hits the table. Flush

and ventilation.

system provides a convenient ventilation

mount option available.

solution above any cooking surface.
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Ventilation

Keep it fresh. That's the mantra of the modern kitchen. And it applies to everything from ingredients to appearance. Viking D3
ventilation systems follow this philosophy dutifully. Their simple yet striking lines perfectly complement Viking D3 ranges and
cooktops. And their silent yet efficient operation keeps even the spiciest cooking odors and temperatures under comfortable
control. Ahhh, a stunning breath of fresh air.
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fresh looks for
fresh air.

CHIMNEY Wall Hoods
RDWHC3042 – 30" width
RDWHC3644 – 36" width

The Viking D3 chimney wall hood is powerful

VENTILATION PRODUCTS

enough to handle even the most pungent
cooking odors. Exceptional features like
auto-heat sensor and adjustable halogen
lighting offer even more comforts to your
cooking area. Ships standard with a
460 CFM blower and adjustable duct cover.
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VERSAVENT™ Rear
Downdrafts
RDIPR101R – 30" width
RDIPR161R – 36" width
RDIPR151R – 45" width

Viking D3 downdrafts offer equal parts
performance and convenience. They quietly
work behind cooktops to eliminate smoke
and odors, then retract into the countertop
after their work is done.
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REFRIGERATION

It’s not enough for a refrigerator to sit there and look pretty, although the Viking D3 refrigerator/freezer serves quite well
in that capacity. Refrigeration is crucial to a kitchen. No matter how refined your cooking skills, you can’t compensate for a
lack of fresh ingredients. The Viking D3 refrigerator/freezer provides the ultimate in cold storage, with dedicated drawers and
shelves to accommodate every item on your grocery list.
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Install only the
freshest ingredients.
REFRIGERATION PRODUCTS
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Freestanding, French-door
Bottom-Mount
Refrigerator/Freezer
RDDFF236 – 36" width

This large capacity French-door model opens
wide to reveal a Cold ZoneTM drawer, two
moisture-adjustable Humidity ZoneTM drawers,
and internal filtering water dispensing. The
electronic controls maintain selected
temperatures in both refrigerator and freezer
compartments. Energy Star qualified.
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DISHWASHERS

Keep it clean. It’s an essential edict for any kitchen. Unfortunately, edicts usually aren’t much fun. And cleaning up after a
dinner party will certainly never be counted among the joys of cooking. But the Viking D3 dishwashers silently tackle the
dreaded chore – and look quite good doing it. Which leaves you more time to devote to the other tasks at hand – like the
after-dinner cocktail.
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THE STRONG SILENT TYPE.
BUILT-IN DISHWASHER PRODUCTS
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Dishwashers
RDDB201 – 24" width
RDDB301 – 24" width

Available in two models, all Viking D3 Series
dishwashers deliver thorough scrubbing
power with the largest stainless steel wash
arms available. Easy-loading racks
accommodate up to 15 international place
settings. The powerful Sure-Temp™ water
heater and five-stage filtration system ensure
that every plate, dish, goblet, and utensil come
out perfectly clean. Energy Star qualified.
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Cook like a pro.
Look like you.
Optional handle and knob accents allow you to create a custom look for your Viking D3 kitchen. Choose from
wood inserts to complement your kitchen cabinetry, or create a truly one-of-a-kind look with paintable inserts.
Your palette is unlimited.

Shown with custom-painted inserts.

CUSTOM-PAINTED
CLEAR INSERT

CHERRY

OAK

MAPLE

UNFINISHED
MAPLE

DESIGN INTEGRITY
Consistency in both performance and design should be a major consideration when building or remodeling a home. With the
complete Viking indoor or outdoor kitchen, every single product works together in form and function with the same level of
excellence. It’s something Viking calls Design Integrity.TM

Viking offers complete ultra-premium kitchens – and truly consistent design, while delivering the quality and performance that
makes Viking the true market leader. Across all product categories, the knobs, handles, bezels, curves, angles, and lines all follow
the same design cues – even the grain of stainless is the same from product to product. This enables the designer to create a
perfectly harmonious kitchen in one of three Viking product offerings – Professional Indoor, D3 Indoor, or Professional Outdoor.

You wouldn’t install mismatched cabinets and drawers or countertops. Yet design differences are even more dramatic between
multiple appliance manufacturers. Traditional or contemporary. Stainless or color finish. No matter the look you’re going for, no
one can match the Viking kitchen and Viking D3 Integrity.
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Exclusive finishes

stainless steel

kettle black

graphite gray

stone gray

taupe

biscuit

cotton white

white

wasabi

sage

mint julep

sea glass

iridescent blue

viking blue

cobalt blue

chocolate

lemonade

dijon

cinnamon

racing red

apple red

burgundy

plum

black

Exclusive finishes are not available on all products.

Warranty

All D3 products come with the industry's best and most comprehensive three-year Signature Warranty.
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V ik ing R ange C orp ora t i o n
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(662) 4 55 -1 20 0

Fo r p roduc t inf orma t i o n ,
call 1 -8 88 -VIKING1 (845-4641),
o r vis it th e Viking w eb si t e a t
v ik ingrange.c om.
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All gas
cooking products

All gas
cooking products

All ventilation,
kitchen cleanup,
refrigeration products,
and microwaves

All ventilation,
kitchen cleanup,
refrigeration products,
and microwaves

US

All electric ovens
and warming
drawers

All electric ovens
and warming
drawers

Follow us on
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